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LAW REFORM : A BOOM INDUSTRY

The Austral-ianLaw' Reform Commission is now in its

fifth year. It is a permanent, independent statutory
corporation established by the Australian Federal Parliam~nt to
report on the review, ~odernisation and simplificat~onof'

f~deral laws in Australia. The Commission is only on~ of t~elve

law. reform agencies., established in the vat- ious jurisdictions

of~>~ustralia. Law reform commissions have now been -set up in

~os~-~ountries of the Commonwealth of Nations. In New Zealand

there is a· Law Reform Council and part-time law reform
committees are busily at work upon. a.multitude of projects. In
Papua New Guinea, there is a permanent Law Reform Commission,.
wl~g f~ll-time officers. It enjoys_ a special roie unde~ the
Cons:titution of that country. Law reform is spoken of -:tn

uni~er~ities, professional and jUdicial circles·. But it~s
also 'commonly referred to in the press'- and broadcas~ing media,
in>parliament and in the community generally.

.. Institutional law reform is not a-new thing)n
Australia. Even before the fed~rationof the Australian
~~io~ies,~t was' obvious that the great t-ra~SPlant~~i~n'~f
legal rules that occurred with the ear~y English settlers had
not b.~en accomplished without significant problems requiring
the ~tt~ntion of local law makers. Some defe~ts could ~e cured
bYj:udges who found room to manoeuvre within the principles of
the --imported common law or the language- of the Imperial
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statutes. The need for a more conceptual approach to the

modernisation, simplification and reform of the inherited law

. was acknowledged in the oldest colony, New South Wales in

1870. In that year, the ,first law reform.com~i5sionwas
established by Letters Patent, with terms·of reference to:

Inquire into the state of the Statute Law of this
Colony' and submi-t. proposais fo.c its revision,
consolidation and amendment; and also to make a
like inquiry. into the practice and
procedure of the Colonial Courts ••••

The output of this part-time body was small. Parliamentary
att~ntion to its recommendations was perfunctory_ The
experiment quietly faded away.

A century~later, institutional law reform is a bUsy
reality in all parts of Australia. The oldest of the state law
reform agenci~s is the victorian Statute Law Revision

Committee, a Parliamentary body comprising members of both

cha~lbers and all Parties' of the victorian parliament.- It was

esta~lished in 1928. In 1944, the Chief Justice of victoria
~~~ ~p a'Law Reform Committee comprisin~ judges and lawyers.

It~is' sti~l operating b~t is now chaired by the Victorian Law

~~foFm C~mrn~ssioner, Sir John Minogue. In South Australia, a
Law Reform- Committee was appointed by Executive Proclamation in,,,. ~:

1968. It: is, a part .time body comprising judges,. Crown law
officers and p~ivate praotitioners. The new Government of Dr.

'Tonkin has promised to set up a permanent fUll time Commission

in due course. In the Northern Territory of Australia, in
1978, a committee was estabiished on the initiative of the
jUdiciary. It includes local magistrates and legal
practitioners.

All of the other States (New South Wales, 1966;
Queensland, 1969; Western Australia, 1972; and Tasmania, 1974)
have 'establis~ed s~atutory authorities with fun~tions. to advise

on the review arid modernis'ation' of Stat~ law. A special
commlt:tee on cr'iminal ~aw reform was appointed in south
Australia in 1971 under the chairmanship of Justice Roma
Mitchell.
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The Commonwealth or Federal Government was a late
entrant in this league of law reform agencies. ~lthough a

commission was established in the Capital Territory, in 1971

the national Australian Law Reform Commission was not set up

until 1975. Its mandate is limited to areas of Federal law.
However, it has now absorbed the former Capital Territory

Commission and through the Commonwealth"s plenary
constitutional powers in that Territory, the Atistralian

Commission gains an opening tO,the whole body of private law "in
Australia. In addition, the commission is required to consider

proposals for uniformity ,of laws. At-the invitation of the
Australian Law Reform Agencies and with the' consent· of the

Standing Committee of Commonwealth and state. Attorneys-General,

the Austral.ian Commission has assumed r.esponsibili ties _as a

clearing-house for the exchange' of law reform information in
Australasia.

The law reform institutions just described differ from

each other in many ways. The relationships they respectively

enjny to their parliaments and to the Executive differ. The

s?ope of the projects upon which they have typically been
engaged~ differs. some' have tended to work upon' narrow

tebhnic~l q~estions. Other have emba·rked upon major inquir ies

in·to'·controversial areas of the law, full of· policy.

THE RATIONALE OF LAW REFORM

Alternative Advice' It has been suggested that bodies
such'~s the 'Australian Law Reform Comm1ssion were established

dur.·ing the Whitlam Government lito supplement' departmental

pOlicy proposals". Inferentially, it is suggested that the:Law
R:'form' Commission was established to provide altern-at·ive:·a-nd

eve'ncbmpeting sources of policy advice ·'and sugges'tibns" whTch
would be useful for a reformist Administration. To prevent

such a body representing a continuing th~eat, department~are

said to have argued constantly for their assimilation into the'
bureauc~atic structure or "departmentalisation" as the process
became known (Sexton, 1979: 191). But this fate did not

befall ·the Law Reform Commission. On the contr'aryunder 'both
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the Whitlam and Fraser Administrations, it has secured a series

of important tasks most (if not all) replete with sensitive

pOlicy questions, committed to it for study and report.
Commenting on the way in which the present Government has used
the Law Reform Commission, an editorial in the Australian
Financial Review (24 October 1979) said this :

One of the more fascinating aspects of the Fraser
style of government has been the use of the Law
Reform Commission. Where the whitlam Government
might have charged into a socially innovative
area such as national compensation with
legislation at the ready, the Fraser Government
••• has tended to the quieter approach of handing
such issues over to the Law Reform Commission.
Often, the pUblic debate technique in the
latter's approach can result, in more being
accomplisned. The lates~ ,Law Reform Commi~sion

discussion paper on insurance concerns an
industry where theWhitlam Government had tried
and failed with a national compensation-and a
national superannuation scheme. Although the
discussion paper is limited to the less
controversial area of insurance contracts, the
·recommendations n~vertheless provide the' Fraser
Government wi t'h some fundamental decisions ,on i.ts
relations with and' controls over private industry.

Wben the legislation was introduced to establish.the ,Law Reform
Commission·in 1973, it secured the support of spokesmen on both

sides of the Commonwealth Parliament. Some' will ascribe this to
the common language which lawyers, even those divided in

poiitical al1~giance, can speak when it suits them. Others may

suggest that it was resignation and indifference rather than

enthusiastic support that led to such unanimity. My own belief

is that there is a general recognition in parliaments

throughout the cornmon law world that legislatures are not

keeping up with the need for legal change. Judges, who

formerly fashiuned and developed the common ~aw .are
increasingly reticent to'do so, in the age of the popularly

elected and.representative Parliament. It would be difficult,

otherwise, to explain the way in which law reform commissions
have sprung up at about the same time iij almost every
j'urisdiction ·of the Commonwealth of Nations.

If departments argued for the assimilation of the Law
Reform Commission into the bureaucratic structure of the

Commonwealth, they did it privily, contrary to pUblic

statements and they were unsuccessful. A9dressing the Third
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Conference of Law Reform Agencies of Australia meeting in

Canberra in May 1976, following the change of government, ·the

.Secretary of the Attorney-General's Department, Mr. (later Sir
Ciarcie) Harders urged that law reform commissions should "not

tailor their proposals to the perceived attitudes of the
government or Parliament of the day. The positive value of an

independent commission was that it could take a broader view,
less responsive to political wind5~ Furthermore, it CQuid be

holder. It was better equipped than a Department of State to
hea-r and consider representations from the pUblic. It should

not seek ~o second-guess Ministers. Nor shoUld it become too
close 'to the bureaucracy. It should guard its independence as
a"means of preserving its ability to speak out clearly with
alternative advice "on -the direction in which the 'law should

go. The bureaucracy would certainly have its -chance to -secure

the ear of the Minister. The Law'Reform Commission-should use
its opportunity so as not to be a pallid imitation -of the

pUblic service but a creative ~nd forward-looking alternative

source of ideas for legislative change (Harders, 98-99).

The Business of consultation : Theoretically, it would
be-possible for a group of law reformers to sit in isolatio~,

s~arching the~r pwn experience and reading available ·material,
t.-o- '~ome up wi th law reform proposals. Such a prqcedur-e would

he quite inadequate for the demands of the modern legislative
pro'cess, the growing 'openness 'of -government and the 'complexi:ty

of social and technical facts that must be grasped if the ,law

is realistically to address the needs of -society.- . --The common

-feattite~f.most modern institutional law reform is that it
i-nvolv:e's"'consultation of some kind befor-ethe f.inal -'proposa1,s

for' "change are' advanced. The' English Law' Commiss-ion ~e~elQped

a "working. paper ll as a procedure, of testingtentative~p_roposals

for changes in the law, before proceeding to a 'Hnal 'repot't'

at'taching draft legislation. Typically the working paper

starts with a thorough presentation of ~e existing law. It
identifies problems and difficulties in that law. It explores
th&"'possible ways of reforming the law, listing the' advantages

an~ disadvantages of each. Firially, it-opts for certain

reforms and indicates why these have been recommended. It is
then circul~ted Widely for comment and criticism.
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The English Law Commission has now issued 73 working
papers. Many of them have formed·the basis, after

. consultation, for final reports of that co~mission. The cover
of the working paper is in a distinctive green hue. So popular.
has become the notion of a consultative document and so useful

is the subsequent9iscussion for the improvement of proposals

for future laws,- that governments in Britain, Australia and
elsewhere have now themselves taken to producing discussion

papers. significantly enough, in.England, these have come to

be known as "Green Papers".

Of course, the technique of consultation is not

without its problems. Despite every endeavour to emphasise the
tentative-or provisional basis of the reform proposal, the

apparently finished nature of the document and ignorance or

mischief on the part of commentators often leads to the
misunderstanding that the working paper is -8 final report. A.
community used to hearing of laws only when they are in all but

final form, takes' time to adjust to a procedure wqich involves

consultation before that final form is settled. Furthermore,

one of the English Commission~rs, Professor A.L. Diamond, has

conceded that working papers are essentially passive and not

very effective ways of communicating with the pUblic at large
(Diamond, 1977 : 405).

In Australia, the Australian Law Reform Commission has

adopted a much higher profile. Principally because of the

controversial nature~f the references given -to it by

successive Attorn'eys-General, -the Commission has been able to

engage in a much more widespread public dialogue. Furthermore,

it has positively sought to do so in a number of ways. So far,
it has managed to secure the support of politicians of

differing persuasions. Many of i:ts proposals have--passed into
law on the initiative of both Federal and State Governments.
The Prime Minister, Mr. Fraser, has desaribed, with
approba"t-ion, its effor_ts---at "participatory law .reform" and its
endeavour to actively engender public interest in ,the tasks
assigned to it by the government (Fraser, 1977 : 343).
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T~e principal purpose of this paper is to describe

some of the initiatives which the Australian Law, Reform.

Commission has taken and to consider some of their, implications
for the la~making process and social reform.

AUSTRALIAN ·PARTICIPATORY LAW REFORM"

Discussion papers : Whatever the ·reason for

consultation (to secure refinement of proposals, engender
support for reform, promote public expectation of .action or

encourage a general climate sympathetic to legal change)

success will only be achieved if there is some measure of
communication between the would-be law reformer and his
audience. The production of lengthy working papers, however

scholarly and worthy in· content, will not achieve the,des~red

result if their size and complexity deters all but th.!, most

i~trepid reader. Only a relatively .brief, well-~r~sent~d,

portable and not too technical document was likely to fUlfil

t1)ep.urpose of consultation. For this reason t,he Aus.tralia~~

Commission developed a discussion paper deliberately ~ritten in
less. technical· language. It was designed to be read by the
interested layman as well as the expert lawyer. In the

Co~ission's discussion papers there i~.less examina.tion of the

current law and this or that opinion of -a particular judge.
More" emphasis is' placed on the social issues wh1ch are under
consideration and which .",ill ultimately have to be, addressed if

le~~sl~tion comes befo~e Parliament. ·An effort is made to

flr-ustra.te., with practical cases, the defects -in the law- to

. whicb:--reform is being addressed~ These are·,d-rawn from

c<:,~pl~-in,ts t.o the Commission, submiss~ons and legal and oth.er

.wr_ltiI19-~

Being shorter and less .technical, discussion.:.pape,r,s

le~d_:~ry~m~elves to a- wider' distribution, .beyondthe ~e.9al·

~~~C~_~"~s"ion, to community groups, commereial bodies and others

lfkel,Y. to be interested in the proposals for reform. It is

u~~U:IY' optimistic' to expect interested 9!='OUPS to purchase

di~c~ssion papers. It is enough to hope that they would find
the'-· t-ime' to comment. The aim of institutional law reEo.rm being

co~sul~atiop, every effort should be mad~ to distribute the
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charge. This conclusion bad consequences for the style of the
document, its content and its length. Discussion papers

normally cover no more than 30 pages.

In addition to the "'official" discussion paper,
efforts are now be~ng made to "translate" this document into an

even more simple and readable form, suitable for the
disadvantaged, migrants and less well educated groups, whose

legitimate interest in law reform may be as great as that of
the educated-and articulate middle.class and whose needs may be

greater. Lawyers and other "experts" tend to speak a special
patois. New efforts must be made to convert their language
into -simple terms. In connection with proposals for_ major

reform -of debt recovery laws, the Austr-ali_an Law Reform

Commission is experimenting with a "rewrite" of the discussion

paper in a simplified version. This will present simple
examples of the way in which the present laws _operate and the
way the reformed laws would change things. Illustrations and

cartoons are used to attract interest. Whilst some lega~

problems are complex and over-simplification can distort the

law, every' effor-t should be mad~ to communicate the problems of
the law and options for reform beyond the expert audience to

the great mass of people who will be affected by the law,

reformed or unreformed.

As an effort to disseminate proposals for reform more

widely, a pamphlet summary of discussion pap~rs is now produced
in large numbers and distributed throughout Australia. The

"pamphlet is generally no more than four pages,. It summarises
the issues in the disc_ussion paper and indicates where -the full

discussion paper can be obtained. The practi~e has now been
adopted of sending this pamphlet out with every issue of the

Australian Law Journal and various other legal pUblications

regularly circulating in Australia, including the Legal Service

Bulletin and the Law Reform Commission'~ own Bulletin Reform.
-,;f;-By,,:,thi's .means, -the· Commission ensures that the great bulk of

the 11,000 lawyers in Australia are kept informed of the
principal proposals of the national law commission. The

Australian Law Journal, for example, has a distribution of

8,000 in A~stralia and overseas. There would be few legal

l
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this enterprise is small, partly because of the willing

co-operation of the publishers -of the Law Journal.

In addition to distributing the discussion paper

pamphlet throughout the legal profession, .a special effort is

made to ensure that Members of Parliament, judges, PU~lic

servants and relevant professions and organisations are
likewise circulated. Thus, a discussion paper on proposals for

the reform of the law of compUlsory acquisition of ,property was
distributed to valuers-and real estate agents throughout

Au:stralia, through the journals of those professions.

proposals for the reform of insurance law were distributed to

t:he different branches of. the insurance industry through

industry magazines: proposals· for the -introduction of class

act-ions are presently being distributed through' busi:ness and

commercial jour'nals. These efforts to "tap" the releyant
professional and inptitutional interests supplement the
specific distribution of the discussion paper to interested

individuals and organisations. Inevitably, this circ~~~tion of
proposals elicit many requests for the full discussion paper

and many written and oral comments on the paper. These have to

be considered by tpecommission and con·sultants before the

final report is written. Apart from the specific c~mmentary' on
p~oposals, the d.istrib.ution of discussion papers has rais~d the,

community's consciousness about the problems. of the law-and the
efforts being made to tackle those problems in an order~y and

routine way.

Law reform is not ~ tas~ for lawyers ,only, ·at ,least
nqt in the.projects given to the Australian Law Reform I

'Commission on SUbjects _as diverse as the recognition o~ tri~al

law',bf Australian Aboriginals and the protection of privacy.' in

the'computer age. Most law reform, .if it is to be more-than
trC:lnsitory,_ reqUires close consultation with the experts.

in~~l~ed and consideration of public Caftcerns. Because of the
~a.riety of interests aroused by law reform projects, differing

aud.ienc~s must be addressed-by consultative documents.
Alt~ough it is impossible to communicate with every group in
the community, care must be taken to avoid limiting
consuitati~n to the "experts" and to engaging in token
-";~n~l;l":I";nn .... .; .. h ..hn~~ ""o.-C!'nnC!' "'",,, tdh.... :II"'''' '':'''01-", ton h.,. .... F ;:l
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Public Hearings ': Description Consistent with this
approach, the Australian Commission from its first reference

. has experimented with pUblic hearings at which experts, lobby
groups, interested bodies and institutions as well as H,e
ordinary citizen can come forward to express their views on the
tentative proposals' for -reform of' the law. The English Law

Commission has never conducted pUblic sitti~gs of this kind.
Professor Diamond explained that this was the result of
scepticism about the "'limited number of people out of the total

population that pUblic meetings would reach" (Diamond, 1977 :

406). Lord Scarman has said that the possible use of pUblic
sessions in the English Commission catmot. be ruled out. They

had 'been urged upon him by Lord Chancellor Gardiner. He felt
- ~, '"'they might be unnecessary in England because of the existence

of sd many societies, lobbies and pressure gr¢ups upon "every
conceivable topic of social or economic importance '(Scarman,
1979 : 2," 4). A former English Law Commissioner expressed a
fear that pUblic meetings would involve the Law Commissioners

in "many irrelevant time-wasting suggestions".

In Australia, public hearings of the Law Reform
Commission have now become a regUlar feature of the operations

of the Australian Commission. The hearings are. conducted
informally. If held in a court room, it has. been the practice
of the Commissioners to s"i't at the Bar table. It- is not
necessary for the person making a" submission to produce a

written document, although many do. The proceedings ~re

conducted after the inquisitorial rather than the adversary
model. The chairman 'of the proceedings, one of the Law Reform
Commissioners, takes the witness through his or her SUbmission
and elicits economicaliy the chief points to be made.
Questions are then addressed by the Commissioners. Interested

parties are not legally represented. In recen~ pUblic hearings
where a particular Federal authority waS closely concerned,
leave was given tO'a representative of the authority to ask

-questions of" some witnesses and laterto'comment on individual
submissions. The rUles of evidence 'are 'not Observed. Hearsay
evidence, so long as it is reliable, is receiv,ed. Opinions are
expressed by laYmen. A great deal of written and oral
information." is gathered in this way.
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Until recently, the public hearings have been
'. ;~-conducted in normal cou~t hours. The public hearings on the

'pr'opos'als for class actions in Australia were conducted in two

'sessions, the second of which ran from 6 p.m. In Melbourne the

-:·:evening sitting was still in session after 10 p.m. ~'nd in

Bidneyfinished not much earlier. Voluntary groups,no-t able -to

':come during the day, came -at night.

The notion of conducting pUblic hearings; was suggested

many years ago by Professor Geoffrey Sawer, who pointed -to'.- the

·-'Teg.is~ative committees in- t-he Uni-ted States- .of :America and

--~i their utili ty in-gather iog information and- opin-ion .and

'involving- the community,. as well as the experts, in-the process
of legislative change (Sawer, 1970 : J:94). A recent analysis

'o'f regulatory hearings in the United States has suggested that
they serve a function "as a drama" which helps to "mobilise
public and political support for regulatory reform". According

to the author it is an error to analogise a legislative hearing
to a jUdicial or fact-finding hearing. The essential
difference suggested was that the legislative hearing has an
educational objective and a political purpose (Breyer, 1979 :
607) •.

On occasion~ the numbers attendIng and the quality of
sUbmissions to the" pUblic '.hearings of' the "Law ,-Reform Commission

have" disappointed the Commissioners.- But this is the
exception. As the procedures ·of pUblio hearings have beoafue
better known, and as other bodies engaged- in pUblic
consultation of this kind proliferate in Australia in-response

to the moves for greater openness in government, the
willingness of -organisations and.:individual 'ci ti-zens to "come
forward, increases.

Public Hearings : Purposes : The hearings have many
uses. In the first place, they "flush out": relevant lobby
groups and interests, inoluding those of the legal profession
itself. It is useful to have openly and.publioly stated the
interests protected by present laws which are under
consideration for 'reform. It is useful :to have representatives
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generally well attended by the media. It is also useful to
have ordinary citizens come forward to explain their
experiences with the law and to personalise the problems which
the Law Commissioners have hitherto often se~n only as abstract.
questions' of justice and f,airne'55. The presence of citizens to

explain their unh~ppyexperiencesproyides a salutary balance
to administrative and professional c~11s to leave well alone.
In a number of specific cases, most particularly in relation to
reform of lands acquisition law, individual citizens have
outlined personal case histories which have 'helped the
Com~ission to identify the injustices which need to be
corrected. Often, the problem that emerges is not so much one
of the substantive law or even of the procedures written in the
statute. It is the practical impediments of cost, delay and

simple fear of legal process, which stand in the way of the
individual's access to justice and the impartial umpire. Law
reform, ifit is to be effective, must address itself to such
impediments.

-The public hearings, have also become a regular
procedure for fact-gathering. True it, is, this is partly
because the Commission specifically invites the attendance of

certain persons and -organisations known to have relevant views
and be able ~o provide information- necessary for an informed
~eport. The result ~s not strictly a pUblic seminar or debate,
for the protagonists address the Commission separately and in

turn. But it was a pUblic articulation of the social and le9al
issues that have to be ~esolved in the design of new la~s for
the protection of privacy in relation to "the census.
Surprisingly enough, despite all the labours of preparing

consultative papers and studying an issue for 'months and
per~aps years, pubic hearings often identify a~pects of a

problem (or of a suggested solution) which have simply not been
considered by the Commissioners.

Apart'from these arguments of utility, there is a
point of principle.. It -is that the business of reform is not
)ust a technical exercise. It is the business of improving
society by improving its laws, practices and-procedur-es. This
involves a consideration of competing values. Lawyers
inevitablv tend to see ~nr.i~' ornblp.ms in ~ ~np~;~l w~v. nftpn
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b1inkered by the comfortable and familiar approaches ofth~

past, designed in times less sensitive to the poor,'-deprived

and minority groups in the community. There is a greater
chance of avoiding lawyers' myopia if a window is opened to the.
lay community and the myriad of interests, lobbies and groups
that make it up.. Of course, it is impossible -to consult

everybody. The articulate business interests and middle" class

may be able to use a pUblic hearing with' greater eff-lciency'": and

apparent effect than the poor, deprived, under~privileged and

their spokesmen. .But tha~ is not an argument against pUblic
hearings. Rather, it is an argument-about the'venue, .f.requency

and organisation of those hearings and the supplements that--are
. necessary to ensure that other interests are heard. I~ point
:of principle, it is ~important 0 that citizens should be entitled

to have a say in the design of the laws that will govern them,.

Increasingly, there is an awareness that a theoretical· "say-"

through the elected representatives is not always adequate

because of the pressures of party politics, limited

parliamentary time and heady pOlitical debates. What is needed

is new machinery which realistically acknOWledges the

impossibility of hearing everybody but affords those who wish

to voice their grievances and share their know1edge,the
opportunity to.do SO. The increasing number of individualS and
organisations attendin'g the pUblic heari.ngs of the Aus_tralian

LaW-Reform Commission reflects one consequence of universal,
compulsory education. This is the growing willingness of
increasing numbers of citizens .to take a part in the
improvement of ··society.

Public Hearings : Elsewhere :Other law reform bodie~

in Australia, apart from the national'Commission, have
experimented with pUblic hearings ?-nclilary to the.procedures

of reform. The New South Wales Law Reform Commission, -which is
co~ducting an inquiry in'to the reform of the legal profession,

decentra1ised its pUblic hearings. Although the Australian
Commission has on a number of occasions sat in suburbs of

Sydney and Melbourne, the State Commissio~ in New South Wales

took its inquiry to numerous country centres ~nd p~ovincial. ..
towns. The, Com~issioners let it be known that theY would b~

"at home" i~ a local municipal ~all or other office. The
"""' ... : ..._...... ••• ,......~: ... _ ...1"__ .... .:I ...... "" __ ...__ ~ __ ~ A •• _ ... _'"
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informal discussions with people who had complaints about
lawyers and suggestions for the improvement of the legal

profession, its organisation' and the handling by it of

complaints against. practitioners. Such procedures need to be
supplemented by empirical data, including surveys. But the

hear-ings brought t~e issue before many local communities.

~fforded people with experience, the .opportunity to render
relevant to the design of new, improved laws.

commenting on the Australian e~perience the New Law
Journal in England (13 September 1979) has suggested that there
is an obligation on lawyers in Britain to reconsider the
introduction of public hearings on law reform proposals "in aid
of the none-too-successful pro'cess of pUblic consultat,ion ·now

existing". Lest there be any doubt, it is appropriate to say

that the feared cases of the abuse of pUblic hearings have been

extremely'rare. Sometimes individual citizens, with relevant
experiences, hope for assistance in their particular cases.

The distinction between helping them in their case and using

their case to improve the legal. system is one ,that can be
rea9ily explained. As a sidewind to the pUblic hearings it has

been pos~ible, on occasions, to steer people with a genuine

complaint in the direction of appropriate advice.

Use of the Media: Political views: Another feature

of the techniques of the Australian Law Reform Commission has

been the use of the pUblic media •. Speaking to a seminar on

class actions, Mr. R.J. Ellicott described the process thus

The Commission has already done much to
popularise the cause of law reform in this
country and 'most of its recommendations have
either been adopted or are under close_study •••
I think its true to say that under the guidance
of Mr • .Justice'Kirby, the Commission has taken
law refc)rm. into ,the liv~ng . . _
rooms of the nation. A matter for which he must
be congratulated ~ for having taken seemingly dry
sUbjects onto television programmes
•• ;(E11icott, 1979 ; 1).

Speaking 0+ the Commission's controversi~l report on Unfair
Publication: Defamation and privacy in 1979, the Federal

Attorney-General, Senator Durack, made the same point. He

commended t~e C6mmi~sion ·for having "taken the processes of law

reform out of seclusion and into the market place". Tabling
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The Law Reform Commission should be commended for
the way it went about its reference. It has
sought out the views not only of those involved
in the legal aspects, but through seminars and
pUblic hearings it has sought to involve as many
people from the community as possible. (Durack,
1979,,2834)

The use of the public media has its dangers. The tendency of

the media to sensationalise, personalise and trivialise
information frightens away many pUblic officials and scholars

from the obligation to communicate issues to the wider
community. The Australian Law Reform Commission has

consciously sought to -engage in a pUblic debate in order more
effectively to discharge the obligation of consultation. The

realities of life today are that the printed word i~ no longer
the means of mass communciation for the ordinary citizen. 'The

caravan has moved on. The electronic media are the means by
which most people in today's society receive news and

informatio'n and consider topics of pUblic interest and
concern. A realisation of this manifest fact will oblige the

law reformer., inte-rested in communication and cpnsultation, to
use the new means of doing so.

The lesson of Australian experience is that the pUblic

media are generally only too.willing to allow time ,and spa~e·to

permit an informed discussion of the issues of;law reform.
". - J'

Certainly, in the sUbjects referred to the Australian

.~~~ission for report, significant questions of social policy
'-and'a great deal of human .interest 'make it relatively simple to

present issues in a lively and interesting way. The law i~.

- ~~,t,,, 0,£ cou'~se, a dull business as any.of its practitioners
know. Defects in the law and in legal procedures impinge on

th~ li~es of ordinary citizens. Avoiding 'the perils of
-:tr\~Yia,_lis-at-lon and over-simplification.' is not alway:s easy. A

fi~~~minut~ television interview or a half-hour "talk-ba;k"

"Fa,dio programme scarcely provide the perfe"t forum for

"'identifying the problems which law refo""'ers are tackling. But
t,h,e, 4iscipline of brevity and simplicity is the price 'that' must

,j;~' paid for informing the community of what is going' on. 'It is

";""di~eipline accepted by other groups in our society, including

P91i~~~al leaders and social commentators. La~ers, whose
~,-~~. '

praft is words, must learn to use the modern media of
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communication. Disparaging comments on ~media lawyers" voiced
by critics' of the use of broadcast"ing and television represent

backward looking intellectual snobbery.

In Australia, tbe technique of discussing law reform
projects in the media isriow a commonplace. Not only are news
broadcasts utilised; to coincide with the release of discussion
papers, or reports, or the conduct of pUblic, hearings. in

different centres. Commissioners also take part in television
debates, radio talk-back programmes and national television

fora with audiences numbered in millions. Mr. Fraser has
suggested that the technique of involving the community is
useful "because the community will be governed by the law that
fs Ultimately framed as a result of the -law re-form consulta-tion:

I 'for one reject the notion that important
reforms must be left to the 'experts' .•. The
Australian Law Reform Commission has .•• actively
sought to engender pUblic interest in the tasks
assigned to it by the Government. The Commission
has held public sittings and seminars in _all
parts of the country. It has distributed widely
tentative proposals for -reform and it has
stimulated much informed discussion in the
media. This process has amply shown that the
Australian community will respond to an
invitation to participate in the process of legal
renewal. public acceptance of the -need for
re£orm in many areas whi,ch have long remained
untoUched is now widespread" (Fraser, 1977 : 343).

Use of the Media : Purposes : The use of the media is
uncongenial to many people who resist the discipline of·
simplification and fear the undoubted perils, intellectual and

personal, which the media involves. In the past, lawyers have
not tended to use the pUblic media in Australia. Judges and
PUblic administrators have been inhibited by the traditions of
their office and the rUles limiting the extent to which they

can express personal opinions or reveal pUblic secrets.
Practising lawyers have been inhibited by ethical rules against

~PUb.l:j"City and by the sheer burden of day-to-day practice.
L'egal :__acade-mics have tended to disdain the use of journalism.

The net result has been. very little pUblic discussion of legal
issues. Judges, lawyers and legal ac'ademics have exchanged

information .amongst themselves. Little a~tention has been paid
to revealing the problems of the law to the wider lay community
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In part, the typical social background of lawyers in

Australia may discourage the notion that the community has
anything useful to add to' technical legal questions.

Furthermore, it may reinforce the view that it was somehow not
f1g entlemanlyll to engage in a pUblic airing of dirty linen, for

which the legal profession,' however unjustly, 'would be blamed.

Times change. There is now an increasing necessity for

lawyers, along with other professional and community groups, to
debate their problems in the public forum. This is a healthy
development and will, probably, expand quite quickly now "that
the wall has been breached.

At the heart of the earlier resistance was the notion

that a good idea for the reform of the law would always triumph
in the end. Professor Michael Zander of the London School of

Economics has reminded. us of F.M. Cornford's aphorism, first

stated 70 years" ago and as relevant today ·as it was then.
Cornford asserted that nothing, was ever done until everyone was
·convinced that it ought now to be done and has been convinced
"for so long that it is now time to do something else". Zander
adds this wa~ning of his own:

A reformer should·never aSsume that a good .idea
need only be' put forward, to be acted upon, ••• In
order to be-effective ,:it is often_ necessary togo
to the trouble 'to take the next step. ,Many
people, 'and especially academics, ,find this
uncongenial. They regard their.function as
completed when they have written their original
proposal and"put it into circulation in a' bO,okor
article. But this is to leave everything to
chance. It assumes that those who have the power
to'dosomethingabout the proposal' will receive
the book or article, that ,they will read it"tha,t
having read it, they will not only agree with the
writer's view: -,but. will feel moved to; dosome."tbing
about it and to suchan extent that they will
'carry the ball' in the face of the opposition
that is- bound to develop sooneriough" from one
quarter. or another. This is_ to pile
improbability On improbability~

The danger, in other words, is not so much that
onels proposal may be opposed as that it may not
even be noticed.
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The innocent in public affairs tends to assume
that those in authority will automatically get to
bear of any" new facts or ideas within their area
of competence. This is far from being the case.
If one pelieves one has new facts or ideas it is
normally necessary to peddle ~hem around before
anyone will pay the slightest attention (Zander,
1978 : 12-13)

In the busine~s ~f pr~moting change in the legal system, the
media_can be "inv~luable allies". The use of the media
nece9sitates assistance to the working journalist who is often

over-awed by "the law, judges, law reform commissions and the
ii~e" fri9hte~ed by the mysterious technicalities of the la~

and concerned at his own ability to present an interesting
stbrY"without falsifying the issue or running into retaliation
'by;po~erfuipeople~ To overcome these impediments and also to

~ri~hr~ a ~inimum of accuracy in me~ia coverage, there .Shou1d be
,~o ·i~hibit~oris about preparing a news release which summarises

~~c~~nct1y the issues to be debated. Th:~s should be done in an·
interesting way 1ayin9 emphasis upon any news value in the.
story. S~mply to regurgitate a technical recommendation in

legalese is the best way to invite the editor's spike for the
story. Experience teaches that what is needed is an
eyecatching title, a "lead in" that highlights the chief point
of the law .ref~rm issue, a rapid summary, in simple language,

of ~he main-proposals or recommendations ·and a number of

down-to-earth illustrations of the way in which current la~s

and procedures are not operating fairly. Not only does the
preparation of a release of this kind follow the universal
practice now adopted in all countries in the business· of
communicating information. It realistically addresses,the
journalis~"s·perennialproblem of deadlines for news copy.

Above all, it contributes to the general accuracy of the report
and a more faithful presentation of the law reform proposal.

In Australia, the authorities., at least in government,

have welcomed the pUblic ventilation of.sensitive questions. of
law,.~eform. In part .this may be because such public discussion
defl~cts.criticismand debate away from politicians towards the
Law Reform Commission. In part, it comes, I believe, from the

conviction by bUSy politicians that a'law reform proposal that
has been put to this modern test of fire is more likely to be
workable and pUblicly sustainable than something drawn up
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behind closed doors by a group of people however scholarly and
however "expert". In the end, politicians introducing

con-troversial reform legislation must face the media. Their

path may be smoother '1f the reformer has gone. bef9re and
debated, in a thoroughly pUblic and open way, the issues which

reforming legislation has to address.

Other Means of Consultation : The above list does not

exhaust the .new procedures of consultation developed by the
Aus~ralian Law R~form Commission. public and industry seminars

ar~_conducted in all State capitals in conjunction with the

pU.tllic sittings of the Commission. Business and lobby groups
involv~d in propos~ls for reform are encouraged through their
in9~stry and professional organisations to come out into ~h~

9pen and debate their fears .and concerns. In every.refe~~nce a
num~er of honorary consultants are appointed, representipg ~

cro~s .section. of opinion and e.xpertise. ·They ensure that i!l
tq~ most intimate delibera~ions of the Commission there is
frank debate about the proposals for. reform and the waY they
will affect the. interest groups most closely concerned. The

Commission's quarterly bUllet~n, Reform is dis~ributed free of
charge in government, judicial, political, ad~inistrative and
acad~mic circles. It has now been opened to pU~lic .
sUbsc~iption for a small fee and cont'inues to build a growing
readerphip. The Commissioners are required by the Act to
cO~RP~rate with ·parliamentary Committ~es. From time to time
,they appear before such committees both at a Federal and state
level tq answer qu~st~ons and provide i~formation and a~vice.

In aQdition to the Parliamentary Committees, Commissioners
attend',before party commi t;tees, both of the governing. and

. .
opposition parties, to. brief Members_pf Parliament qn t~~ wqrk
of th~ Commission and -to di~cuss .projects under consideration
in a general way. A recent report of the Austz;alian Sena,te
Stanqi-ng Committee on Consti tutional al1d ~ega~ Affairs sugg,ests
tha-t this was an area in which the Commi-ssion's procedures
could be improved.

The Law.Reform Commission, while fully
maintaining and asserting its' independence,
should take into account the likely
acceptablility of its _proposals- to Government and
Parliament. To this end it should in'the course
of preparing .its reports, inform itself in the
...~ ......a ... :I"A to,.. .. 1.. ....... _ ...... _ .. .; ........ .:_L ... •• _ ..
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appropriate by consulting with Government and
Opposition politicians and interes~ed community
groups. The Government and Opposition parties
should fully co~operate with the Commission in
any steps it may take to inform itself in this
way (Sen~te Commit~ee Report, 1979 : 93).

In addition to the procedures'of consultation and debate

already"mentioned, the Commission is now experimenting in the

use-of surveys and pUblic opinion polls to gather
representative opinion and expert advice. With the assistance

of newspapers, questions. relevant to tasks before the
Commission have been included in national surveys of' public

opinion. In connection with an inquiry into the reform of the
·sentenci.ng of federal offenders survey questionnaires' have been

sUbmitted to judges, magistrates, federal prosecutors and
~iis~ners. The results are called 'upon in the'Commission's

ikpo~t. A reassuring outcome of the jUdicial survey was that

n~ariy 80% of Australia's 506 judges and magistrates responded
'to"'th'e questionnaire, even though answering it would have taken

these' bUsy officials almost two hours~ Many appended detailed

s'u1:?misslons to their survey return.

Despite the costs and delays involved in the design

and' administration of surveys, there is little doubt that the

development of law reform proposals in the future will involve

. increasing use of survey techniques. However uncomfortable the

findings of' ~he opinion survey may be, it is important for
reformers 'to be aware of them. 'Furthe'rmore surveys, opinion

polls and statistics can permit the poor and inarticulate to

express their needs and 'concerns more effect~vely than in a
public forum. An ostrich-like attitude to the relevance of
general pUblic opinion for the reform of the law is as likely

as not to Come u~done when the proposals are-before
parliament. The age-old debate of whether it is the business

of<f~formers to lead society or to "reflect current social

at£itudes is 'not postpohed by a stubborn refusal to discover
,:ac,Cul"ately..,·whatthose" social attitudes are.

Space do~s not permit an elaboration of special
technique~ of consultation adopted in relation to proposals

affecting particularly disadvantaged groups such as

Aboriginals, prisoners, children and ethnic minorities.
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Suffice it to say that the Commission has paid special

attention to the need to consult these groups and to harness

their interest in and support for the processes of orderlY law

reform.

CONCLUSIONS

The establishment of law reform bodies throughout

Australia and indeed throughout the English-speaking world~has

a common theme. This is that widespread consultation is

necessary to develop and improve the legal system. Such

consultation is not always possible in the Parliamentary

medium. "It may not~be congenial to the Executive and
Departments of State who are in the midst of other urgent

work. Widespread community consultation is not possible in the

courtroom, where particular litigants only are before the

court. This is why a number of recent decisions of the High
Court have stressed the limited role of the couts· in law reform
today. Out of the dis~nclination or inappropriateness 'of the

other institutions has come the opportunity of the law reform
commissions.

The development of so many ,commissions, virtually
simultaneouSly in most of the countries in which the'common law

ha~'taken root, is a ;emarkable constitutional develop~ent. Of

·course it is a constitutional change in its Incipient" phase.

It is not neces~ary that the law reform' comm5:ssion,. should .be
specifically~mentioned in the-national constitution (as it is
in papua New.Guinea) for. the phenomenon to· be described as

·const~tutionaln. We may well be moving towa(~s the development

of new insti tutional arr'angements which bridge, the' ,three
present arms of govern~ent, as for example the~Con$eild'Etat

do~~_ in FrancophQne constitutions. The fi~st phase, namely the
creation of the machinery, is now virtually complete. The

seco'nd Pllase involves a clar,ification of' the precise
'rela~ionshiP between the new commissions and the Executive
Government, which appoints· its members and gives it its
programme, the Judiciary which often identifies the defects and

in~dequacies of current law, and the Parliament to which the
new commis~ions ultimately report
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Various suggestions have already been made concerning

this relationship. tn 1971 Sir Anthony Mason, one of the

. Justices of the High Court of Australia, proposed that, to cope
with the enormous needs~f iaw reform and the inefficiencies of
the parliamen~ary mechanism to process them, law reform
proposals should automatically pass into law unless disallowed

by Parliament within a given time (Mason, 1971 : 204). The
need to avoid the twin- perils of "window dressing" and "pigeon

holing" led the Austra~ian Law Reform Commission to return in
each of its first four Annual Reports to the need for the

establishment. of a regular, routine procedure for proc~ssing

its proposals. These calls were ultimately hee~ed by the
establishment of an inquiry into the procedures of law ~eform

inAus~ralia by the Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional

a.nd' Legal ~ffairs. The. Committ~e"s 'report, Reforming the Law,
ha~ suggested the adoption of a regular procedure by which

report~ would be referred automatically to 'an appropriate

Senate commit'tee, upon the ~ecommendations of' which the

Government would be committed to announce its response within a

given, limited time. Perhaps significantly, the Senate

Committee was not prepared to rule out a delegation of
legis~ative power as envisaged by Sir Anthony Mason, if the

"l~ss dra'stic"mea'sures suggested by it prove to be
inadequate•. Professor Go~don Reid of the University of Western
Australia has po~nted'-to the importance of the committe'e's

proposals
The federal Law Reform Commission and the
parliament have recently moved, in a brilliant
and unique way towards establishing a welcome
reform for lawma'king in Australia. This
envisaged synthesis will blend democratic values
claiming the supremacy of Parliament with the
elitist values which claim the supremacy of legal
expertise. ~ •• The national Law Reform
Commission, which started four year$ ago as an
apparent creature of the Executive Governm~nt,

has recently been brought closer to a permanently
linked relationship with the committees of the
elected Australian Senate•••• _OnlY five of the

.27,...Executiv.e Ministers.'of ::Stateare in fact
Members'; of t:he,·Australian"·Senate. It-would be
far more acceptable, therefore, and the planned
Commission/Parliamentary nexus- would be much
stronger, if the. 22 Executi~e Mem~ers in the
House ·of.R~presentatives-werealso'confronted
directly, in their Chamber, by enthusiasts of the
Law Reform Commission and by .advocates of
the Commission t sreoorts. (Reid _ 1Q7q ! 1'1
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It has been said that the special genius of English-speaking
people is their ability to establish regular routine machinery
to cope with controversv_. In an age of the decline of judicial
law-making, of increasing pressure for legal change and of
competition for scarce Parliamentary time, the establishment of
a law reform commission can be seen as an inevitable stimulus
to the law making process.

The principal justification for the establishment of
law reform commissions after the present model ~s tq be found

in their capacity to do a-better job than other agencies
because they can consult more widely and involve. the- relevant,
interested aUdience in the business of improving law. Being
independent of Government, they will not embarrass_political
l¢aders by the appearance of either commitment or indecision on
their part. But they will·ensure that controversial, difficult

issues are properly discussed in the community, freed from the
shackles' of party' political commitment before reformed laws are

proposed and passed upon in the Parliamentary forum.

The justification of this exhaustive effort of
consultation can be briefly stated. It permits the gathering
of factual. information, .particularlyex.pert information. -.It
secures a st~teme'nt of ·relevant. experiences,·especially

. - ~ .
experiences which illustrate and individualize the de~ec~s~n

the law. It procures a practical bi~s in l~w reform proposals
because they must be sUbmitted to the scrutiny' of those who ..ean
say how much the reforms will cost ·and whether or not they will
work. It gathers commentary On tentativ.eid~as which allow the
commissioners of law reform to .confirm. thei~ views, modify them
or retreat, if shown to be wrong. It aids the commissioners in
th~ir task by assisting the clearer public articulation of

is~ues and arguments for and against reform proposals. The
whole ,process raises the pUblic debate .abo.ut law reform,
ensures that the ·antagonists get to know- each other.,. and
usually, to' ~espect each other's views. It .raises community
expectation, both of specific improvements to the legal ~ystem

~and.routine, on-going consider~tion of law reform generally.
Expectations of the latter may well promote the devotion of
~mor.e resources to legal renewal·· than has been the case in the
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Beyond these practical advantages, there are certain
long-run effects which the procedures of consu~tation may have,
advantageous to the law and its improvement. In a sense, the
whole procedure of puh1ic debate about the social policy behin1
the law mirrors the growing openness of government, law making

-and public adminlst~ation in Western societies. This is in'
turn a reflection of a population with higher standards of
gener~1 education and better facilities of knowledge and
information. The procedures of pUblic consultation encourage a
more open statement of competing vested interests. They -tend

to "flush out" the competing lobbies and to' bring into the'open
the sbcial'values which the -law seeks to protect. They are
consistent with other moves being taken in Australia to make
public administration mo~e directly accountable to the
individual citizen. public administration and the preparation
of laws' have hitherto been a rather secretive process in
.Austra1ia. It is a healthy sign that political leaders of all
shades of'opinion"embrace the new philosophy and encourage its
manifestations, including "p13-rticipatory law reform".

The' encouragement of community as well as expert
participation in law reform machinery may also have indirect

effects which are beneficial. The social education ·which is
involved in explaining the defects in the law may help to,.
generate a perception ·of· the injustices that would otherwise be
shrugged off, overlooked ~r, worst o~ all, not even perceived.

A discussion over a number of years, in a thoroughly public
way. of alleged unfairness in this Or that law or practice
tends, in a liberal society, to promote a gradual acceptance of
the need to remQve proved injustice repeatedly called to
attention.

The Australian Law Reform Commis~ion has been given a
significant opportunity, to assist the law makers in the
development of the law in a number of highly contentious and
socially ..relevant areas. Whether' it-succeeds will depend in

part upon the quality and perceptiveness of its work and the
success, in practice, of its proposals once, implemented. But

it will also depend upon the inclination of the· Executive
Government~-the Public Service and the Parliament to act on its
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proposals and to adopt regular, routine machinery to consider
its suggestions : righting~rongs in the law and heeding the

arguments, .debated in the public forum, for their cure.

This analysis has touchep'some only of the political
issues raised by the 9reation and. ope.ration ~f._ .i~st;i tutional

law reform. The perennial questions of whether bodies of
lawyers a-Ie appropr i~te to reform the law and whether

government shou14 hold the reins. on commission programs have
not been·. debated. No mention' is. made- of the precise function

of 'such commissions, 1fany, in following up and monitoring

their proposals., ~fter report. Specific~11y,-nothing is said

about the difficulties- of.. ,interdepartmental review· of
proposals, the se~sitive~problemsof ,involving the -Commonwealth
and the States simu-:J,.taneously il;'l-effort,spowards uniform law
reform or the means of resolving differences in the advice of

~h~ many 'counsellors who now tender reports to the.Government
and the Parliament. The issues ~of tQe appointment of

Commissioners and the resolution of differences of -impor~ant

social principle among them are not mentioned. Nor is there

,much said about the dangers ,of law reform com~~s~ions

submitting to the pressure·toshow immediate returns in a
"sucqe_ss list" ~f enacted',.-leglslative pr-oposals. '. The- po-t,entJal
to misuse inquiries for the purpose of pos,tponing deci~ions __or

,to deflect, andexhauSCt debate. has not, 'been scrutinised.,' These

and other questIons are ,obviouslyperceived"by the ,law r",form

commissions of Aus-tralia. But it· will require another pape-r

and perhaps another au-tho~,.. less restrained by conventions .than

I am, to do justice fo their examination.
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Reform - New Methods of Law Reform in Australia".
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